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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you creating desire for you from others. Sexual, business or other. For best results, visualize several different situations. Work, social gatherings, public places, etc.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more attractive and desired by others. Before going to sleep at night, visualize any success you’d like to see the following day.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

my body creates seductive pheromones
my pheromones attract perfect partners
my pheromones attract ideal people
my pheromones radiate irresistible desire
my pheromones radiate irresistible attraction
my pheromones generate desire in others
my pheromones generate lust in others
my pheromones generate insatiable desire in others
I produce powerfully attractive pheromones
I produce powerfully seductive pheromones
I produce socially dominant pheromones
my body produces irresistibly attractive pheromones
my pheromones make me incredibly attractive
my pheromones make me incredibly persuasive
my pheromones make me incredibly magnetic
my pheromones make me incredibly charismatic
people are attracted to me and they don’t know why
people want to obey me and they don’t know why
people dream about me and they don’t know why
my pheromones are powerfully hypnotic
my pheromones induce deep desire in others
my pheromones induce deep feelings of lust in others
my pheromones induce deep feelings of yearning in others
my body produces incredibly powerful pheromones
my body produces incredibly strong pheromones
my pheromones work across vast distances
my pheromones stand among millions
my pheromones make me wealthy
my pheromones attract perfect relationship partners
my pheromones attract perfect sexual partners
my pheromones attract perfect business partners
your body creates seductive pheromones
your pheromones attract perfect partners
your pheromones attract ideal people
your pheromones radiate irresistible desire
your pheromones radiate irresistible attraction
your pheromones generate desire in others
your pheromones generate lust in others
your pheromones generate insatiable desire in others
You produce powerfully attractive pheromones
You produce powerfully seductive pheromones
You produce socially dominant pheromones
your body produces irresistibly attractive pheromones
your pheromones make you incredibly attractive
your pheromones make you incredibly persuasive
your pheromones make you incredibly magnetic
your pheromones make you incredibly charismatic
people are attracted to you and they don’t know why
people want to obey you and they don’t know why
people dream about you and they don’t know why
your pheromones are powerfully hypnotic

your pheromones induce deep desire in others
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your pheromones make you wealthy

your pheromones attract perfect relationship partners
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your pheromones attract perfect business partners